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GOALSGOALS
discover the general sentiments of the

cal poly community towards ryde

Build brand awareness and

Brand recall

Create data-driven recommendations to

recruit and retain ryde drivers
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RESEARCH CONDUCTEDRESEARCH CONDUCTED

QUALTRICS SURVEYFOCUS GROUPSECONDARY RESEARCH
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RECOMMENDATION 1RECOMMENDATION 1

BADGES FOR TOP DRIVERS
Projected benefits

-NEW DRIVERS JOIN RYDE
 

-"TOP" DRIVERS INCREASE
 

-BUILD DRIVER CREDIBILITY 

Tidy Car Great music Cool car Great convo
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FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
RYDE INCENTIVESRYDE INCENTIVES

"gift cards from
local businesses" 

"Give drivers extra
motivation to go

out and drive"

"should be
rewarded extra"

"discounted
gas cards"

"reward those
with good ratings

from riders"
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RECOMMENDATION 2RECOMMENDATION 2

CREATE PEOPLE-CENTRIC
COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

Projected benefits

-boost retention
 

-spotlight customers
 

-Align with target
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3 out of 4 respondents
preferred the people-

centric feeds.

"Between these two Instagram feeds, which one would you feel most trusting of and likely to become a customer?"
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SAMPLE INSTAGRAM FEED
AND POST IDEAS

Customer

Testimonials

Photos 

from rides 

(Giveaway

opportunity)

Compare ryde

 to train

Bios of ryde's

founders

Rider/driver of the

week (Photo of user

and their car)
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FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
RYDE'S EMAILSRYDE'S EMAILS

"a bit
repetitive" 

"I'd rather app
users than hear

ryde's statistics"

"Not very
exciting"

"They don't
especially motivate

me to drive for ryde"

"they don't feel
very personal"
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RECOMMENDATION 3RECOMMENDATION 3

INCLUDE FILTERING
OPTIONS ON APP

Projected benefits

-COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
 

-CAN MARKET FEATURE
 

-INCREASE USER COMFORTABILITY
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QUALTRICS RESULTS: VALUE OF SIMILARITYQUALTRICS RESULTS: VALUE OF SIMILARITY  

How much do you agree with this statement: "I would opt for a different transportation method over

sharing a ride with someone who is very different from myself, in terms of personality and interests"?

 1 in 2 respondents said they at least 'somewhat agreed'
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QUALTRICS RESULTS:QUALTRICS RESULTS:  
SHARING PREFERENCESSHARING PREFERENCES

Same music tastesimilar interests & hobbies

Same Major anyone / no preferrence 

Most preferred

least preferred

"If you were to use a ride-share service with other students, who would you most prefer to ride with?"

Most preferred

least preferred
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FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:FOCUS GROUP RESULTS:
AUTO-PAIRING FEATUREAUTO-PAIRING FEATURE

"as a girl, I would prefer
to avoid guys, just for

safety reasons..."

"my first car ride was
awkward, as the

person was in the back
and didn't say much" 

"I will not go further
thAn my destination since

then it's not worth it"

"I've received helpful
advice on classes

during rides"
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RECOMMENDATION 4RECOMMENDATION 4

CREATE IN-APP FEATURE
FOR USERS TO INPUT

EXTRA STOPS 

Projected benfits

-BOOST COMFORTABILITY
 

-MINIMIZE PASSENGER ANXIETY
 

-INCREASE POTENTIAL USERS
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offer top driversoffer top drivers
badges as a way tobadges as a way to

competecompete  

SUMMARY OFSUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS

expand communicationexpand communication
approach to be moreapproach to be more

people-centricpeople-centric  

ADD auto-pairingADD auto-pairing
and filteringand filtering

features to appfeatures to app

Add Stop-REQUESTAdd Stop-REQUEST
FEATURE TO INCREASEFEATURE TO INCREASE
user COMFORTABILITYuser COMFORTABILITY

Recommendation 1: Recommendation 3: Recommendation 4:Recommendation 2:
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

Per Ryde's Website, ryde cares about: 

Strong Community The Little ThingsRELIABILITY TRUST

Rec 2: Expand Social

Media and email

communications to build

a strong community

Rec 3: Adding auto-pairing

and filtering options

builds trust between

rider and driver

Rec 1: Adding driver badges

increases the reliability

felt by a rider when

choosing a driver
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Rec 4: Adding a stop-request

feature to increase

comfortability further

adds to Ryde experience



THANKS FORTHANKS FOR
LISTENING!LISTENING!


